Tabula Rasa
ACROSS
1 Lout, boor, churl, jerk,
numpty
4 Welsh city that can be
found in "pajama
wrestling"
8 Virginia ___, "The one
cigarette made just for
women"
13 Sex cells
14 "Move Over, Grapes: 10
___ Things You Can
Stomp On To Make
Something Happen"
(The Onion headline)
16 Jason's love interest
who helped him find the
Golden Fleece
17 Drop it!
18 Taiga or tundra, for
example
19 Kazaam portrayer in the
90s
20 Courtroom deal
22 Activity with a match
that usually results in
getting burned
24 Cult leader?
26 Mothers of France?
27 ___ Bongoria (name that
my high school friend
gave to her 2-foot-tall
bong)
28 Quechua speakers
29 One third of a popular
dance
32 Courting message that I
used to have the
impression were gallant
and chivalrous but after
reading James Joyce's
one about farts I'm not
so sure
35 "Darn!"
36 Insight
37 One singular snack with
a "Cool American"
flavor
39 Drop it!
40 Decides that one's post
is so funny it simply
must be seen by one's
Twitter followers AND
Discord friends
44 Show with a
long-running "Celebrity
Jeopardy!" skit (abbr.)
45 Like some sharp
comments, ironically
46 Goddess of the dawn
47 3-minute Youtube
explainer, maybe
48 Pickle
51 Drip feeds, in a way

meatdaddy69420, christian legge
55 Scissor sound

1

56 Jelly dish that had a
moment in the mid 20th
century
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57 Bat mitzvahs and
quinceañeras, for two
59 "IF THE ZOO BANS ME
FOR HOLLERING AT
THE ANIMALS I WILL
FACE ___ AND WALK
BACKWARDS INTO
HELL" - @dril, Twitter
60 "Lost" character who is
killed when she slams a
bag of dynamite onto
the floor (spoilers for
season 5 but honestly if
you make it that far into
that show, spoilers
won't help you make
sense of anything
anyway)
61 Religious groups
62 Ambient (??) musician
who I am only familiar
with because he spoke
out against NFTs, which
makes him awesome
63 Bird homes
64 Furniture finder, in the
dark
65 Frustration for rural
gamers

DOWN
1 Weight
2 Spanish city also known
as the Town of Stones
and Saints
3 Watershed moment for
some Twitch streamers
4 Opponents in the game
show "1 vs. 100"
5 Fill for [Working hard]
that often leaves newer
solvers wondering what
it has to do with boobs
6 Shout heard through a
door, often
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10 "I know we're all having
a great time at this
party, but let's walk a
mile to Taco Bell even
though it's 2 in the
morning and freezing
cold", for one
11 Apt rhyme with "eat"
(for some people,
anyway)
12 "Oh my God! We're
having a fire! ___. Oh,
the burning! It burns
me!" - Tobias Funke, in
an ad audition he
misread the line for
15 First and most
important of the three
R's

7 What's left

21 Commercial

8 Isn't it weird that, of all
the snack foods in the
world, this name goes
to these rather than
something you could
easily eat dozens of in
one sitting like chips?

23 Can I clue this as
[Flowgo fare to send to
friends]? Does anyone
remember Flowgo?
Wikipedia says it was
"the #1 entertainment
website" in 2001 but it
doesn't even have its
own page

9 Gives for a while, as a
lawn mower to a
neighbor a long time
ago (where is that thing
by the way)

5

25 Math class involving
limits and derivatives,
casually

29 "___ Building Levitation
REVEALED!!!" (video
that jumpscared me so
bad when I was 13 I had
to walk to my friend's
house to cool off)
30 Jabba, for one (are
there more? Don't
answer that, I truly do
not care)
31 Hubbubs
32 Science factories,
essentially
33 Alternative to an
invitational
34 Mathematician for
whom flat geometry is
named
35 Sings like Sinatra
38 Interjections that
everyone says are a
"midwest thing" but I'm
pretty sure most people
use them all the time
41 Lizzo song that
includes the line "What
ya heard, that's true,
yeah"

42 I don't know the
difference between
these, rompers,
bodysuits, leotards, or
jumpers, and at this
point I'm too afraid to
ask
43 Warm up
45 ___ area (brain region
responsible for speech)
47 Paperwork instruction,
because they don't have
time to try and pick out
your illegible
handwriting
49 Shrek's wife who I
guess turns into an
"ogre" to make some
point about inner beauty
but she's still hot so it
kinda falls flat
50 What's this?
51 The biggest street in a
city, often, or the water
line that runs under it
52 One found in an atoll
53 Tax time helpers
54 Alien hunting org. (think
telescopes, not, like,
guns)
58 9-digit ID

